Fine Entry Systems FOR YOUR HOME

GUIDA INC.
DOOR & WINDOW
Your Vision

A beautiful entrance creates a dramatic first impression. Choose from our various Taylor Entrance Systems™ collections to provide maximum protection and curb appeal for your home or business. We have a wide range of styles and textures to meet your architectural style or design needs.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Match and complement your décor with a range of options for panel designs, glass styles, hardware, textures, and color.

MAKE A STATEMENT

Create a welcoming focal point for your home by adding sidelites or a transom; numerous configurations are available.

PEACE OF MIND

Our door systems are engineered for durability and longevity, providing maximum protection for your home.

www.taylordoor.com
Our enduring door panel and decorative glass designs serve as a focal point for your home, a reflection of your style and a bridge between you and the world outside your door.
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Enhance your curb appeal and add value to your home with a steel entrance door, which come in a range of panel designs to complement any home style. The durable strength provides maximum strength and security.

SMOOTH STEEL

*A touch of elegance without sacrificing energy efficiency*

- Available in 22-gauge inner and outer steel face sheets that is designed and engineered to give you years of trouble-free service
- Energy-efficient – the solid polyurethane foam core protects your home against heat and cold
- Steel-edged slab will not split, crack or warp
- Adjustable hinge plate allows for easy adjustment and alignment

TEXTURED STEEL

*The look of wood with the strength of steel*

- Deep grain embossment give a realistic wood appearance
- Available in 22-gauge inner and outer steel face sheets that is designed and engineered to give you years of trouble-free service
- Energy-efficient – the solid polyurethane foam core protects your home against heat and cold
- Steel-edged slab will not split, crack or warp
- Adjustable hinge plate allows for easy adjustment and alignment
Engineered for durability and longevity, fiberglass entrance doors are the perfect complement to your home. They add depth and dimension, while being low-maintenance and energy-efficient.

**SMOOTH FIBERGLASS**
*Contemporary in style — sleek, clean & paintable*
- Engineered not to dent, rust, warp or delaminate
- Remains unmarred by wear and tear of everyday use
- Fiberglass reinforced skins, full-length composite stiles and rails with HydroShield provide 6-sided protection against water filtration
- Advanced polyurethane foam core provides superior thermal performance and enhances soundproofing

**TEXTURED FIBERGLASS**
*Stainable rich woodgrain embossment replicates the look & texture of real wood*
- Realistic graining available in oak appearance
- Not affected by moisture and humidity
- Engineered not to dent, rust, warp or delaminate
- Architecturally-correct stiles and rails
- Remains unmarred by wear and tear of everyday use
- Fiberglass reinforced skins, full-length composite stiles and rails with HydroShield provide 6-sided protection against water filtration
- Advanced polyurethane foam core provides superior thermal performance and enhances soundproofing

**TIMBERGRAIN™ FIBERGLASS**
*Stronger dimensions & crisper shadow lines*
- Fiberglass reinforced door skin will not splinter, warp or rot
- Architecturally-correct stiles and rails
- Square edge design give true wood door appearance
- Many decorative glass options available, as well as simulated divided lites
- Available in four beautiful collections:
**Features & Benefits**

**STEEL DOORS**

Enhance curb appeal and add value to your home with a steel entrance system, which come in a range of panel designs to complement any home style. The durable strength provides maximum strength and security.

**STEEL-EDGE CONSTRUCTION**

- Constructed of top quality, galvanized steel for rust protection and superior durability; with a full steel-edge perimeter for additional strength
- Heavy 22-gauge, hot-dipped galvanized steel is 50% thicker than a standard steel door
- Resists cracking, splitting, warping, twisting or rotting
- Grade 40 security rating – best in the industry (steel-edge doors will not force open after 7 hits of a 100 lb. test weight; wood-edge doors can crack after just one hit)

**ENERGY-EFFICIENT & IMPROVED SECURITY**

- Fully insulated with an inner core of environmentally friendly polyurethane foam for an R-value of 13.0, which is more than four times that of a wood door
- Foam-filled interlock provides for a thermal break
- The lock area is reinforced with a full 4" x 10" composite lock block, which has more screw-holding power than wood
- The lock block provides better structural integrity and security for door hardware

**FIBERGLASS DOORS**

Fiberglass entrance systems are the perfect complement to your home, they add depth and dimension, while being low maintenance and energy-efficient. They are engineered for durability and longevity, and provides maximum protection.

**CONSTRUCTION**

- Constructed of deep-profile fiberglass reinforced skins with stronger dimensions and crisper shadow lines, replicating the look and texture of real wood doors
- High-strength engineered composite top and bottom rails provide protection against water penetration
- Remains unmarred by wear and tear of everyday use, and all surfaces are easy to stain, paint and clean
- Engineered not to crack, splinter, rust, warp, rot or delaminate

**ENERGY & THERMAL PERFORMANCE**

- Advanced polyurethane foam core enhanced sound proofing and has insulation properties that are at least four times greater than wood doors
- Fully insulated to provide superior thermal performance and greater energy efficiency
TRISYS GLASS FRAME SYSTEM

• Fashion meets function through innovation
• Unique three-frame design is built for high performance against extreme temperatures and is air- and water-tight
• Clean design keeps an entry door looking neat and free of screw holes and adhesive residue
• TriSYS is available on most decorative door lites, and can be painted or stained

DECORATIVE GLASS

• Wavy textures, lines, tiny bubbles and other natural effects all reflect light differently, creating an elegant entryway
• All glass lites are hand assembled by craftsman and will offer minor differences from piece to piece – no two pieces are identical
• Each doorglass design varies in the amount of light it transfers and privacy it affords – look for the numerical privacy level (0-10) within each collection

ADJUSTABLE HINGE PLATE SYSTEM

An original, patented system by Taylor Entrance Systems

• Located inside the door at each hinge, which makes it possible to adjust the door up or down, and in or out for a tight weather-seal
• It’s important to adjust your door because improper alignment could cause the weatherstrip seal to break, allowing outside air to enter to heat to escape
• Adjustments with a screwdriver can be made at anytime; at installation or in the future should the climate or normal settling affect the door opening

SMOOTHER OPERATION & SECURITY

• Decorative ball-bearing hinges to match lock hardware, as standard
• T-nuts are used on door jambs for attachment of hinge screws – this keeps screws from stripping for years of trouble-free performance
• Optional steel strike reinforcing plate attaches behind the wood strike jamb for additional security

WEATHER-TIGHT SEAL

• Easy slide-on door sweep stops air and water penetration and is not affected by temperature extremes
• Weatherstripping forms a tight weather-seal between the door, frame and threshold; preventing air infiltration
• The Ultimate Astragal eliminates water and air infiltration in double door applications
• Adjustable Riser – thresholds with a riser can be easily adjusted with a screwdriver to meet the weatherstrip on the bottom of the door to create a tight weather-seal
**ENDURA™ FRAMESAVER® (standard)**
- Designed and manufactured to withstand time and the elements with a lifetime warranty, that’s transferable to subsequent homeowners
- Will not rot, decay or suffer fungal damage resulting from water absorption through the bottom of the frame
- FrameSaver frames are factory primed white and can be painted or stained just like wood
- Field Proven – over a decade of “non-rot” performance

**DURA-TECH JAMB (upgrade option)**
- A durable, rigid, UV-resistant PVC bonded to our lifetime Alaskan Cypress bottom Dura-Frame jamb
- Available in white vinyl (standard) or pre-finished in 24 colors
- Woodgrain vinyl available pre-finished in five artisan stain finishes

**ULTIMATE ASTRAGAL**
- A patented three-point sealing system eliminates water and air infiltration
- Unique floating boot lifts up with the flush bolt to clear the threshold when the door is opened and is secured in place when the door is closed to provide a lasting seal
- Easy installation, saving time and money

**Z-SERIES SILLS**
- The best combination of performance and value
- Technologically advanced all-composite substrates, synthetic caps and nosing mean no rotting, warping or deterioration over time
- Provides a barrier to wind and water, protecting you and your home from drafts and costly damage

**STEEL REPLACEMENT FRAME**
*Add curb appeal and enhanced security to your home*
- Aluminum door stop provides greater security and is more durable than wood
- Magnetic and Q-lon seal for superior energy efficiency
- Knob and deadbolt prep with a 12-gauge reinforced plate for both locks and hinges
- Heavy duty 18-gauge steel frame proves the highest security rating in the industry
- Replacement doors pre-hung in a steel frame surpasses the most stringent forced entrance security tests
PAINT FINISH (option)

Our entry door paint finishes are state-of-the-art coatings formulated for maximum durability, UV protection, color retention, and lasting beauty. We are confident that our finishes will stand the test of time and enhance any home.

- Frost White *
- Whip Cream *§
- French Vanilla
- Almond
- Butter Cream §
- Designer Beige *§
- Limestone
- Putty §
- Terratone †
- Desert Sand †
- Cocoa †
- Walnut Brown †
- Shadow Grey §
- Grey Sky
- Wedgewood Blue *§
- Federal Blue †
- Midnight Blue †§
- Spring Pine
- Hunter Green *†
- Colonial Red *†
- Wild Berry †
- Wineberry †§
- Bordeaux †§
- Satin Black †§

* Color available on Guardian Security Storm Door.
§ Matches Mid-America shutter color.
† Due to heat build up, warranty does not apply to these color window trim/plants when installed behind storm doors.

STAIN FINISH (option)

Our entry door stain finishes are hand rubbed by skilled craftsmen and receive a clear topcoat for added UV protection and durability. Choose a color to complement your home’s trim, floor or cabinetry.

- Mahogany †
- English Oak †
- Walnut †
- Honey Oak †
- Cedar †

NOTE: Custom colors are available at additional costs. Due to the effects of heat, light, age and the printing process, the sample colors shown may vary from the actual paint or stain colors. See your dealer for an actual color chart.
**Hardware OPTIONS**

**KNOBSET WITH DEADBOLT (standard)**
Available with Bright Brass, Antique Brass and Satin Nickel.

**SCHLAGE LOCKSETS (option)**
Available in lifetime finishes in Bright Brass, Satin Nickel, Aged Bronze, Antique Pewter, and a 10-year Antique Brass finish.

*Georgian Knobset (with single or double deadbolt)*

**SCHLAGE ELECTRONIC KEYPAD DEADBOLT (option)**
Can be paired with passage knobs, passage levers, and Plymouth or Camelot handlesets.

**SCHLAGE DECORATIVE HANDLESETS (option)**
Available in lifetime finishes in Bright Brass, Satin Nickel, Aged Bronze, Antique Pewter, and 10-year Antique Brass finish.

**DOOR ACCESSORIES (option)**
- Mail Slots
- Magnetic Kick Plate
- Knocker-Viewers
- Decorative Pull Handle
EMTEK HARDWARE *(option)*

Order Emtek locks with your choice of interior knob or lever. Emtek locks feature a lifetime mechanical warranty. Bright Brass PVD has a lifetime finish warranty. Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, and Pewter have a 5 year finish warranty.
Classic form meets modern function. Handcrafted wrought iron scrolls recall an elegant gated entrance. Hinged external grilles open (as shown below) for glass cleaning and a hidden latch keeps it securely closed. Featuring energy efficient Low-E glass with a micro-granite pattern for privacy.

Privacy Rating = 9 (or 1 with Clear Glass)

Details: Micro-granite or Clear Glass, Wrought Iron Caming

Belle Meade COLLECTION

Gate swings open for easy cleaning.

NOTE: Transoms available in clear glass only. Universal Clear Bevel Transom available in Brass, Platinum, and Patina caming.
Reflecting a state of contemplation, serenity and repose, the Paris Collection is inspired by artisans who truly appreciate beauty in objects for everyday use. Deep bevels, graceful contours, and caming lend a feeling of handcrafted antiquity.

**PATINA CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 4

Details: Clear Bevels, Arctic Glass, Clear Renaissance Glass
The Cadence Collection reflects patterns of light in perfect rhythm through clear beveled clusters surrounded by hammered and rippled glass. Creates a bright and Classic entrance with a medium level of privacy.

**PATINA CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 5

Details: Clear Bevel Cluster, Hammered Glass, Ripple Glass
Graceful harmony of line and curve – the Windsor Collection created an industry sensation and set a standard for design excellence that has never been surpassed.

**PATINA OR BRASS CAMING (exceptions may apply)**

Privacy Rating = 6

Details: Clear Bevels, Gray Soft Wave Glass, Clear Soft Wave Glass

---

Windsor Collection

2264 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

TG 842 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

836 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

949 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

2236 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

2228 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

848 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

TG 2248 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

2236 WSR Door with SL836 WSR Sidelites

2210 AT WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

2210 AT WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

949 WSR FG
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

SL864 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

SL836 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)

SL848 WSR
- Textured Steel (T)
- Smooth Fiberglass (F)
- Textured Fiberglass (G)
- Oak Timbergrain (O)
- Mahogany Timbergrain (M)
- Cherry Timbergrain (C)
- Fir Timbergrain (F)
The Laurel Collection welcomes you inside with platinum or brass caming and an intricate array of clear bevels complemented by glue chip and granite glass.

**PLATINUM OR BRASS CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 7

Details: Clear Bevels, Granite Glass, Glue Chip Glass
Bellflower Collection

The Bellflower Collection borrows elements from many influences and blend them for a fresh, personal style statement. Original, universal, and inclusive, this collection celebrates your unique point of view.

**PATINA CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 8

Details: Hammered Glass, Yellow Swirl Glass, Thin Reed Glass, Ruby Red & Olive Soft Wave Glass, Clear Bevels

---

607 BLF Door with SL690 BLF Sidelites

814 BLF Door with SL819 BLF Sidelites

---

607 BLF Door with SL690 BLF sidelites
Traditional design with enduring appeal – The Nouveau Collection is a timeless design rooted in the great traditions of American architecture. Beautiful lines, sophisticated detailing, and deeply cut bevels create beauty and add value to your home.

**PATINA, NICKEL OR BRASS CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 6

Details: Clear Bevels, Clear Cluster Bevels, Glue Chip Glass
Contrasting textures in the Impressions Collection glass adds depth and lets you bring in light without sacrificing privacy. Creating a sanctuary in style.

BREAKTHROUGH® resistant panels are virtually impossible to break through, yet still provide the beauty of real decorative glass. Enjoy the elegance without giving up the security you deserve.

Privacy Rating = 7

Details: Clear Bevels, Iced Granite Glass, Streamed Glass, Clear Renaissance Glass
Majestic’s formal pattern of bevels and glass, accented with gray shades, is the epitome of Classic design. Choices of patina, nickel, and brass caming complement your door’s hardware. Majestic provides a medium level of privacy.

PATINA, NICKEL OR BRASS CAMING

Privacy Rating = 6

Details: Glue Chip Bevels, Glue Chip Glass, Gray Soft Wave Glass
The value you place on history makes Heirlooms your perfect choice. Its deeply cut bevels and satin nickel or brass caming create a Classic design that endures, just like the family treasures that lie within your home. Heirloom offers a medium privacy level.

Satin Nickel or Brass Camming

Privacy Rating = 6

Details: Clear Cluster Bevels, Glue Chip Glass, Granite Glass
Known around the world as a symbol of hospitality, the pineapple form takes on elegance in a cut bevel cluster framed in antique brass caming. Piña’s Classic design offers a medium-high privacy rating.

**ANTIQUES BRASS CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 7

Details: Seedy Glass, Micro-Granite Glass, Small Hammered Glass, Clear Bevels
True to its definition, Avant is a stylistically forward doorglass choice, yet it balances characteristics of European architecture and Old World styling. The caming softly curves throughout a textured glass surface. Avant offers a medium level of privacy.

BLACK CHROME CAMING

Privacy Rating = 6

Details: Granite Glass, Eaton Glass, Clear Bevel Clusters
Elegant and highly obscure, the Provence Collection offers exceptional beauty with the utmost privacy in mind. The Provence is offered in brass, zinc, and patina caming.

PATINA, NICKEL OR BRASS CAMING

Privacy Rating = 9

Details: Faceted Jewel, Granite Glass, Double Granite Glass, Glue Chip Glass
Hints of color within a simple geometric pattern create a subtle and warm welcome to your home. The oil-rubbed bronze caming reinforces Greenfield’s handcrafted Craftsman design. Greenfield offers a medium-high privacy level.

**OIL-RUBBED BRONZE CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 7

Details: Thin Reed Glass, Small Hammered Glass, Pale Amber Soft Wave Glass, Olive Soft Wave Glass

---

If you appreciate attention to detail, you’ll like Topaz’s subtle pops of color, focal bevel cluster, and patina caming. These ‘jewels’ combine to create a Craftsman-style doorglass that adds beauty to your home’s entryway and a high level of privacy.

**PATINA CAMING**

Privacy Rating = 9

Details: Thin Reed Glass, Clear Bevel, Bronze Soft Wave Glass, Micro-Granite Glass
Fan DOORLITES

Bring distinctive beauty to your front entry with the texture and color of decorative door glass. Choose a fan doorlite configuration to focus on privacy, yet add subtle light to your living spaces.

Available in several glass collections: Impressions, Provence, Laurel, Heirlooms, Turquoise, and Nouveau. Half sidelites are also available with fan doorlite collections.

659 LI
Impressions Collection

659 HM
Heirlooms Collection

659 MN
Nouveau Collection

400 PRV
Provence Collection
Brass, Zinc, Patina caming

400 TUR
Turquoise Collection
Brass, Zinc caming

591 LRL
Laurel Collection
Brass, Platinum caming

591 LRL Door with SL690 LRL Sidelites
Design the perfect door for your home with the 9-panel doorlite collection. Customize your door panel with decorative glass from several beautiful collections: Nouveau, Majestic, and Heirlooms. Complete your entry statement by adding sidelites and a transom.
Add handcrafted decorative glass to your home’s entrance without compromising your sense of privacy with a camber top doorlite. This versatile design can help coordinate the exterior look of your home. Available in several glass collections: Paris, Windsor, Nouveau, Astrid, London, and Wyngate.
Clear glass doors are available in many shapes and sizes with a variety of low-maintenance external grille patterns. For extra privacy in your home consider a rainglass texture (available on noted styles).
Clear Glass & External Grids (CONT.)

GE1 *

GE2 *

GE2AT

GE2ATP

GE44A

GE42 ††

GE42 ††

GE44 ††

GE44A

GE45 ††

GE658

GE648

GE648

GE658

GE21 RT

GE211 RT ††
Flush doors are available in a wide range of door styles and textures to meet your architectural style or design needs. These classic styles will enhance curb appeal and help add value to your home.
Simulated Divided Lites

Expand the character of your home with simulated divided lites on your entry doors. A mill finish grille between glass with external grilles provides the look of a true divided lite. Low-E glass maximizes energy efficiency.

GE646 Door

GE679
- Textured Steel | Smooth Steel | Smooth Fiberglass
GE606
- Textured Steel | Smooth Fiberglass
GE646
- Textured Steel | Smooth Fiberglass
SL 490 SDL
- Textured Steel | Smooth Fiberglass

GE817
- Optional Dental Shelf
GE817 FG
- Optional Dental Shelf
GE818
- Optional Dental Shelf

TG606 SDL
- Cherry Timbergrain™
TG646 SDL
- Cherry Timbergrain™
GE818 FG
- Optional Dental Shelf

= Textured Steel | = Smooth Steel | = Smooth Fiberglass | = Textured Fiberglass | = O = Oak Timbergrain™ | = Mahogany Timbergrain™ | = Cherry Timbergrain™ | = Fir Timbergrain™ | Also available in rain glass
Fully raise and lower blinds with a light touch. There’s no dusting, no cleaning and no swinging blinds. No exposed cords that look messy and get tangled up. You will enjoy the increased energy efficiency.

Blinds built right between the clear insulated glass let you control light and privacy with the touch of a finger. Perfect for entry doors, sidelites and patio doors where decorative glass is not required.

Blinds are sealed between tempered safety glass for longer life & better insulation.

The single operator lets you raise, lower or tilt the blinds in an easy slight movement. Available on all raise & lower including blinds with internal muntins.

**GE21 RBL**
- Low E Glass

**GE22 RBL**
- Low E Glass

**TG G21RBL**
- Low E Glass

**GE29 RBL IM**
- Contour Grids & Low E Glass

**G15 RBL IM**
- Contour Grids & Low E Glass

**G21 RBL**
- Low E Glass

**SL1 RBL**
- 0, M, C, F

NOTE: There is a small gap between edge of internal blinds and glass trim at the left, right, and bottom to ensure proper operation with raising and lowering the blinds.

- Textured Steel
- Smooth Steel
- Smooth Fiberglass
- Textured Fiberglass
- Oak Timbergrain™
- Mahogany Timbergrain™
- Cherry Timbergrain™
- Fir Timbergrain™
- Mahogany Timbergrain™

C = Cherry Timbergrain™
F = Fir Timbergrain™
Internal Muntins

Sealed between two panes of tempered glass, our contour internal muntins offer the same classic style of external muntins but are easy to clean. Contoured internal muntins are 5/8" thick within a 1" insulated glass panel, with Low E glass to maximize energy efficiency.

**Vented Lights**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass Type</th>
<th>Clay Glass</th>
<th>IM</th>
<th>Rain Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GE799 CL**</td>
<td>0, M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE799 RN**</td>
<td>0, M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE799 IM**</td>
<td>0, M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Legend:*

- = Textured Steel
- = Smooth Steel
- = Smooth Fiberglass
- = Textured Fiberglass
B = Mahogany Timbergrain™
C = Cherry Timbergrain™
F = Fir Timbergrain™
- = Oak Timbergrain™
O = Oak Timbergrain™
** = Glasslite frame available in white only
ϕ = Flat grids are available only
STANDARD FEATURES:

- 4-9/16” primed jamb
- Aluminum & composite sill with integral screen track
- Brickmould attached with extruded aluminum screen track header
- Continuous head & sill design for trouble-free installation
- Extra heavy mull post for added stability
- Heavy extruded aluminum screen frame in white or bronze
- Standard keyed knob & single cylinder deadbolt
- Finished painted frost white standard
- Accepts most standard lock hardware
- Custom sizes available
- Available in all doorlite collections

CONFIGURATIONS: